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With the financial and tax reform as the starting point and main content, the 
decentralization in China has established the basic pattern of the competitions among 
local governments. The increasing competitions have become the realistic problem in 
economic society and have aroused more and more attention. Under the tax-dividing 
system, the development of the local economy will directly affect local financial 
revenue and employment, the evaluation of the officials’ achievements and also the 
local ability of acquiring more economic resources. How to attract more economic 
resources has become the main content of the competitions among local governments 
and the investment attraction competition of the local governments has been the focus 
of the study of the competitions among local governments. The investment attraction 
competition of the local governments is a manifestation of the economic function of 
local governments; therefore the study of it is of great value both in theory and in 
practice. The study will not only apply the government competition theory in the 
analysis of local economic development but also introduce the factor of investment 
attraction competition into the issue of coordinated development of regional economy, 
which will be more realistic, and will have more explanation force and applicable value. 
     The dissertation will focus on three core problems concerning the investment 
attraction competition of local governments in China: What influences will the 
tax-dividing system have on the investment attraction competition of local governments? 
Will the investment attraction competition of local governments promote the local 
economic development? What influences will the investment attraction competition of 
local governments have on coordinated development of regional economy? 
The dissertation includes six chapters. The first chapter introduces the problems, 
the background and the framework of the study. 
Chapter two concerns the institutional environment of the investment attraction 
competition of local governments. It argues that the current tax-dividing system 
strengthens the independence of the local government and at the same time it also 
brings great financial pressure to local governments. It points out that under the current 
financial institutions, the property rights system and political system, the local 
governments are faced with excessive inspiration but deficient institutional restriction. 
Chapter three is about the analysis of the conduct of the investment attraction 
competition of local governments. It mainly analyzes the specific manifestations and 
reasons of the investment attraction competition of local governments and considers that 
the infirmness of the restriction mechanism has caused the investment attraction 
competition of local governments to deviate the profit maximization of the whole 
country and further caused the efficiency loss of the resources. 
Chapter four analyses the immediate effect of the investment attraction competition 
of local governments. Its main focus is on analyzing the influences of the investment 
attraction competition of local governments on the capital flowing and the local 
economic development. It argues that competition has increased the communication 
dissymmetry and caused the converse selection in capital formation, which will have a 
negative effect on the development of local economy. 
Chapter five is an analysis of the indirect effect of the investment attraction 
competition of local governments, which refers to the influences of investment 
attraction competition on the coordinated development of regional economy. It 
specifically analyzes the negative effect of the local protectionism, the identification of 













development of regional economy. 
Chapter six is devoted to standardizing the policies of the investment attraction 
competition of local governments. It holds that to standardize the investment attraction 
competition of local government, first, the institutional environment of competition 
should be perfected in order to lead the competitions to be rational; second, the 
functions of the local governments should be defined in order for them to be more 
effective. The local governments should avoid intervening excessively the economic 
development and should put the emphasis on providing the public service. At the same 
time, the mechanism for supervising and coordinating should be established so that the 
investment attraction competition of local governments can turn from excessive 
competition to coordination as to realize the coordinated development of regional 
economy. 
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趋势。根据中国国家统计网站公布的相关数据计算，从 1991 年－2003 年，历年人
均 GDP 在四大区域中的排名依次为东部直辖市、东部沿海、中部和西部，其中人
均 GDP 高的东部直辖市和人均 GDP 低的西部的绝对差值由 1991 年的 4426





















元扩大到 2003 年的 30579 元，是 1991 年绝对差值的 6.91 倍；相对差值由 1991 年
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